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Trailblazing women working in digital arts media and education established the Midwest as an
international center for the artistic and digital revolution in the 1980s and beyond. Foundational
events at the University of Illinois and the School of the Art Institute of Chicago created an
authentic, community-driven atmosphere of creative expression, innovation, and
interdisciplinary collaboration that crossed gender lines and introduced artistically informed
approaches to advanced research. Interweaving historical research with interviews and full-
color illustrations, New Media Futures captures the spirit and contributions of twenty-two
women working within emergent media as diverse as digital games, virtual reality, medicine,
supercomputing visualization, and browser-based art. The editors and contributors give voice
as creators integral to the development of these new media and place their works at the
forefront of social change and artistic inquiry. What emerges is the dramatic story of how these
Midwestern explorations in the digital arts produced a web of fascinating relationships. These
fruitful collaborations helped usher in the digital age that propelled social media. Contributors:
Carolina Cruz-Niera, Colleen Bushell, Nan Goggin, Mary Rasmussen, Dana Plepys, Maxine
Brown, Martyl Langsdorf, Joan Truckenbrod, Barbara Sykes, Abina Manning, Annette Barbier,
Margaret Dolinsky, Tiffany Holmes, Claudia Hart, Brenda Laurel, Copper Giloth, Jane Veeder,
Sally Rosenthal, Lucy Petrovic, Donna J. Cox, Ellen Sandor, and Janine Fron. 
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MalloyPrefaceAcknowledgmentsAbbreviationsIntroductionPART 1. RENAISSANCE TEAMS:
ART AND SCIENCE COLLABORATIONSFrom the creation of the Doomsday Clock to
exhibitions at Fermilab, women in the arts fostered dynamic, cross-institutional collaborations
that contributed to the “Silicon Prairie.” These women generated new art forms while inventing,
codeveloping, and collaborating on the first PHSColograms, Mosaic Internet browser interface,
virtual reality CAVE architecture, artistic visualizations of large datasets, and web-based art.
These innovations were produced through a collaborative methodology called Renaissance
Teams, a term coined by Donna J. Cox, in which artists became producers and directors of
these initiatives.Ellen SandorMixed media installations, wearable art, neon sculpture, analog
and digital PHSColograms/sculptures and installations, web design, iGrams, scientific and
medical visualization, 3D printing, projection mapping, and virtual realityDonna J.
CoxPhotography, computer and supercomputer art, scientific and data visualization, virtual
reality, CAVE, 3D, IMAX, fulldome, and digital film and digital PHSColograms/
sculpturesCarolina Cruz-NeiraDance, virtual reality, CAVE, VROOM, and digital
PHSCologramsColleen BushellMosaic Internet browser, scientific visualization, information
visualization, and graphic designNan GogginInternet and web-based art, CAVE, and graphic
designMary RasmussenMorphing/scientific visualization, medical visualization, web
development, virtual reality, and digital PHSCologramsDana PlepysVideo art, iGrams, and
digital preservationMaxine BrownComputer graphics, CAVE, and networkingMartylDoomsday
Clock, Mylar, landscape painting, drawing, and digital PHSCologramsPart 1 Color PlatesPART
2. THE AESTHETICS OF NEW MEDIA EXPRESSIONThrough their early foundational work
with mixed media involving digital photomontage, printmaking, painting, and video art, these
women artists created seminal New Media artworks while they played departmental leadership
roles at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago, Columbia College, and Indiana University
and helped establish an international reputation for Chicago’s art community through art
experimentation and theoretical discourse.Joan TruckenbrodComputer art/installationsBarbara
SykesVideo and computer artKate Horsfield and Lyn BlumenthalAn interview with Abina



Manning, director, Video Data Bank, School of the Art Institute of ChicagoAnnette
BarbierVideo art, computer art, and Internet artMargaret DolinskyVirtual reality, CAVE art,
iGrams, painting, and drawingTiffany HolmesNew Media and interactive installationsClaudia
HartComputer animation, art installations, sculpture, performance art, augmented reality,
virtual reality, projection mapping, 3D printing, and digital PHSCologramsPart 2 Color
PlatesPART 3. MIGRATORY INFLUENCES AND INSPIRATIONSAlthough all of the
contributors to this book have had national and international influence, several relocated from
the Midwest to trailblaze and build communities in other areas. Their histories are intertwined
with communities of entrepreneurship, scholarship, mentoring students, and practitioners that
span the creation of video/computer games and virtual reality applications, while producing art
festivals and independent work.Brenda Laurel (California)Performance art, computer/video
games, and virtual realityCopper Giloth (Massachusetts, France)Computer and game art,
virtual reality, augmented reality, and digital photographyJane Veeder (California)Video art,
game art, and Internet artSally Rosenthal (California)Computer animation, game design, and
independent filmLucy Petrovic (New Mexico, Arizona, Singapore)Photography, computer
animation, and virtual realityJanine Fron (California, Finland)Digital PHSColograms/sculptures
and installations, web design, digital photography, digital preservation, mixed media, and game
designPart 3 Color PlatesClosing ReflectionsAppendix: Original List of Guiding Interview
QuestionsGlossaryReferencesIndexForewordAs technological advances careen through our
physical and virtual worlds, it is imperative that artists and designers grapple with these tools
and methods capitalized within the military, industrial, and entertainment complexes. Artists
and designers who can utilize and invent within the technological landscape are critical to the
ongoing humanism with which technology must be fused. It is essential that artists test,
deconstruct, play, and repurpose the technologies of our rapidly changing world. New Media
Futures: The Rise of Women in the Digital Arts is not only a testament to a group of artists,
designers, scientists, and thinkers who have taken up the question of New Media’s role as a
civic enterprise, it is also a tribute to the history of women in the arts, a history all too often
woefully underrepresented.Donna J. Cox, Janine Fron, and Ellen Sandor collect an important
array of artistic research and personal narratives that are indebted to those who took risks
before them and to those still on the horizon of cutting-edge experimental thinking. Theirs is a
book celebrating the “Silicon Prairie,” those midwestern outposts of creative thinking and daring
production, led by a number of key women pioneers. Brava all. Not only was it challenging to
jostle for a place in the patriarchal system of the art world, it was also equally daunting to
participate in the arena of scientific technologies as a woman. New Media Futures
demonstrates a triumph in both camps—indeed, a synergistic explosion of art and science in
the hands of a number of women practitioners. And so it continues. This book and the artists
and projects recounted here will prove a key text for future generations of intrepid women
working across disciplines to ask the hard questions about our place in the universe and how
to best “map” the conditions they encounter. Technology is a valuable handmaiden in the
advances of culture, but only when wielded with a spirit of empathy, collaboration, and care,
skills in which women, in my opinion, excel.Dr. Lisa WainwrightVice President of Academic
Affairs and Dean of Faculty School of the Art Institute of ChicagoForewordFrom where I came
from growing up in an industrial suburb west of Chicago, I could send my imagination on
fantastic trips across America in every direction: east to Boston, west to Denver, south to New
Orleans, north to the Upper Peninsula. Exotic far reaches, filled with interesting people with
interesting lives, looked like the LA and New York of Hollywood films. Clearly my young
imagination was domestically constrained. Until Nixon went to China, I never thought about



visiting or living there. To my younger self, the middle of America, the Midwest of my life, was
the perfect center from which radiated exciting lines of thought. There is no better evidence for
this than the interviews collected in this book.Those who came of age, biographically or
intellectually, in the places of the Midwest spread their insights, innovations, theories, and
artworks in all directions. Not rooted to place, their ideas are free to travel the globe. Let’s start
with Donna J. Cox, coeditor with Ellen Sandor and Janine Fron of this insightful collection.
Donna has always been both an artist and a scientist. Her ability to produce significant
scientific knowledge that is accessible to a range of audiences is exceptional. While I have had
the opportunity to meet some of the amazing women interviewed in this book, others I know
only through their art and research. I worked with the New Media artist and game designer
Janine Fron at the Institute for Multimedia Literacy, University of Southern California. Learning
more about Janine’s art practice, I was introduced to the work of Ellen Sandor and the New
Media form she invented called PHSColograms. That led me to learn about the artist studio/
laboratory (art)n and the work of Dana Plepys and Carolina Cruz-Neira on the development of
art-based experiences for virtual reality systems. Nan Goggin was an active member of the
Women in Information Technology and Scholarship (WITS) at University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, a group I supported when I was doing my doctoral work there in the 1980s. It was
at U of I that I first learned about Colleen Bushell’s visual design for the interface for the Mosaic
browser. In the late 1990s, I had the opportunity to meet Sally Rosenthal who, in addition to
having been a pioneer in producing art and technology events for SIGGRAPH, also holds
patents for software that enables body-based interactions with virtual objects.Personally I
continue to draw insights from the work of Brenda Laurel, who has been a pioneer exploring
the technocultural landscape to understand not only the cultural implications of emergent
technologies but also how to design and develop new technologies to serve more liberatory
objectives. I was introduced to Brenda by none other than Timothy Leary when we all
participated in one of the first academic symposia on virtual reality in 1992. As an academic, a
researcher, a designer, and an entrepreneur as well as an activist, Brenda is without peer in
her ability to move among domains of intellectual work and to contribute meaningfully to
each.Every figure interviewed in this collection has produced inspiring work in multiple forms,
across multiple contexts. Tracing the connections among these artist-technologists reveals the
presence of a creative network of collaborators who were deeply engaged in research and
development of important “edge” technologies. Each woman featured in this book has been a
pioneer in exploring the intersections of art and technology. Individually, and as a group, they
have influenced the field of New Media Arts in profound ways by integrating technology into
their artistic practice, and by bringing art and cultural considerations to bear on their
technological innovations.In closing, I’d like to give a shout out to Laurie Anderson, another
unconventional artist and technologist, who—although being a lifelong New Yorker—was born
in the Midwest. Long before I knew she was from my hometown (Glen Ellyn, Illinois), her songs
provided the soundtrack of my intellectual coming into being. As is clear about many of the
people interviewed in this volume, she too is recognized as a pioneer—in her case, in the
creative use of electronic technologies. She is, as is everyone mentioned here, a hybrid figure
whose work defies simple categorization. Each offers a unique biography that documents her
contributions to the richness of our technological lives, and to the creative possibilities of our
collective technocultural futures.Dr. Anne BalsamoInaugural Dean, School of Arts, Technology,
and Emerging Communication University of Texas at DallasForewordIn the Midwest, beginning
in the late 1970s, an extraordinary group of women artists explored and expanded the frontiers
of the digital arts. In New Media Futures, the histories of these women of the midwestern



“Silicon Prairie” unfold, as told to their colleagues, the editors of this book: Donna J. Cox,
director of the University of Illinois’s Advanced Visualization Laboratory at the National Center
for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA); Ellen Sandor, founder/director of the collaborative
artists’ group (art)n; and Janine Fron, longtime collaborator and creative director of (art)n and
cofounder of the collective Ludica, which explores the potential of art- and play-centered game
design to express women’s narratives.In twenty-two chapters, the work of women digital artists
with midwestern roots and/or residence is disclosed—from Donna Cox’s creation of the iconic
supercomputer Venus, Venus in Time, and Ellen Sandor’s inventive PHSCologram process; to
Jane Veeder’s self-portrait game Warpitout and Brenda Laurel’s Purple Moon software for girls;
from Carolina Cruz-Neira’s role in the development of the Cave Automatic Virtual Environment
(CAVE) to Ping Fu and Colleen Bushell’s role in graphical interface design for the Mosaic web
browser. Along the way, Abina Manning relates Kate Horsfield and Lyn Blumenthal’s
cofounding of SAIC’s Video Data Bank; Margaret Dolinsky fabricates digital projections for
opera and experimental cinema; and there is much more.Presenting individual histories as
situated in the development of the technologies themselves, New Media Futures not only
provides significant models for women interested in exploring computer-mediated creative
media but also documents the challenges of creating digital media from the late seventies to
the early nineties. Application software, for instance, was unlikely at the time when many of the
artists in this book began working. Explanatory books were scarce; programs were created
from scratch, often taking the form of a stack of punch cards. As Lucy Petrovic, whose work
focuses on interactivity and virtual reality environments, observes in this book: “We were
writing code, step-by-step. Initially that was the only way to create art on the computer.”Yet with
the challenges came excitement about the potential of the digital arts. In Donna Cox’s words: “I
realized that I could digitally control millions of colors using a computer if I learned how to
program. I saw the future, and it was computer graphics.”In Joan Truckenbrod’s words: “This
process is imbued with a complexity—the fact that we can build up layers of ideas, realities,
realms that we have envisioned—we can build up a wealth of those and look at them in a very
complex way.”Keyed by Cox’s concept of Renaissance Teams (collectives formed to
collaboratively address complex visualization problems), how collaboration fostered creativity in
the midwestern “Silicon Prairie” is an underlying theme of New Media Futures. The role of
welcoming institutions, such as NCSA and the School of the Art Institute of Chicago (SAIC),
where women could access advanced computing environments is also important, as are
generous male researchers and laboratory heads, including Dan Sandin, Tom DeFanti, and
Larry Smarr. Additionally, the centrality of teaching and the role of the women themselves in
creating innovative teaching environments weave in and out of the narratives. Joan
Truckenbrod was the first chair of the Department of Art and Technology Studies at SAIC.
Ohioan Brenda Laurel designed and chaired the graduate Media Design Program at the Art
Center College of Design in Pasadena and served as professor and founding chair of the
Graduate Program in Design at California College of the Arts. Nan Goggin is the director of the
School of Art + Design at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.Since 2003 when my
book Women, Art, and Technology was published, the New Media Arts have become more
integral in the cultural landscape.1 Contingently, a decline in women in computer sciences and
even at times an undercurrent of hostility persists, despite the fact that “Diversity in the
workforce contributes to creativity, productivity, and innovation. Women’s experiences—along
with men’s experiences—should inform and guide the direction of engineering and technical
innovation,” as a recent report from the American Association of University Women
emphasizes.2We are urgently in need of examples of how this innovation can occur. The



strength of New Media Futures, therefore, is founded on its recognition of the work of the
women of the “Silicon Prairie” and on the rich environment of collaboration, teaching, research,
scholarship, and the making of art that is core in their histories. As digital culture becomes
more central in our lives and scholarship, their histories provide guidance and inspiration on
the path to equal inclusion and equal recognition of women in the New Media
Arts.Notes1. Judy Malloy, “Travels with Contemporary New Media Art,” GIA Reader 21, no. 2
(Summer 2010). Available at .2. Christianne Corbett and Catherine Hill, Solving the Equation:
The Variables for Women’s Success in Engineering and Computing (Washington, D.C.:
American Association of University Women, 2015), 2.Judy MalloyEditor, Women, Art, and
TechnologyPrefaceSince the inception of this seminal oral history project, our goal has been to
reveal infrequently told stories of women active in the arts during the digital revolution from the
1970s through the 1990s. Although cultural revolutions are rarely isolated, undeniable
midwestern events gave rise to artistic innovations that played a major role in the birth of New
Media Arts. Social developments, including the emergence of civic leadership in education and
the arts, aligned with the merits of Chicago’s women’s movement and shaped the milieu from
which the intersecting narratives presented in New Media Futures: The Rise of Women in the
Digital Arts unfold. The University of Illinois and the School of the Art Institute of Chicago
provided a foundational framework for the Chicago arts community that supported synergistic
cultural environments in which the creativity and careers of the women featured in this book
could flourish.From late 2008 through 2012, we recorded interviews of twenty-two women
whose contributions focused on 1985 as a pivotal point for a set of questions (see the
appendix). We personally know many of these vibrant, creative women, and in the process of
editing the book we discovered many more. This selection represents a breadth of generations
and approaches that serve as exemplars from influential years in the twentieth century’s digital
revolution.We interweave the twenty-two interviews through an introduction that summarizes
historical events that we believe were most relevant to the Midwest’s contributions. We
establish the relative position of women in society from the late nineteenth century to the
Bauhaus and its evolution of a “Chicago style” video arts culture that intersects with a
chronology of post–World War II research initiatives that unveiled computer technologies to the
world. This evolution set the stage for women’s future explorations in the arts. We introduce the
twenty-two women interviewed here as they entered the digital playing field in the arts
community and academic research institutions. Mixed media and video art began to
intermingle with computer software, networking abilities, and digital interfaces that took on new
forms of cultural expression. Here we begin to see an evolution of twentieth-century New
Media Arts with the innovation of PHSColograms, computer graphics animation, scientific
visualization, interactive media, electronic games, the Internet, and virtual reality CAVE (Cave
Automatic Virtual Environment), all produced with collaborative teams led by pioneering artists
on the prairie. These types of artistic explorations continued to develop and evolve beyond the
1990s to become known as “New Media” or “digital media” (Cook and Diamond
2011).Following the book’s introduction, we organized the interviews into three main parts. We
arranged these sections according to major trends and orientations of the women’s
collaborations along with their communities of influence and migration. The interviews reveal
personal as well as career evolutions in New Media Arts through the important advances they
made harnessing digital technologies that additionally created inroads for future generations of
women to make their own contributions.In the introduction, we do not attempt to establish a
new feminist arts theory, nor do we claim to show a complete timeline of technology history.
However, we elucidate many of the constraining attitudes that women faced throughout the



twentieth century. We recognize that many doors have opened for women while some remain
closed. We also believe that women from those early years adopted a variety of collaborative
strategies in order to navigate their career paths. More research is necessary to fully
understand why women establish tenacious stakeholds within male-dominated professional
environments. The women interviewed in New Media Futures situated themselves within
experimental settings that unlocked their imaginations with the garage-art tools of their time.
Collaboration was a strategy with a variety of motivations to be part of a larger vision that
required women to adopt the new leadership role of being “artists as producers” or “artists as
directors” as each project demanded.The cultivation of this new domain encouraged people to
learn new skills and work together across disciplines, cultures, and institutions, which created a
different concept of community. It was no longer unusual for teams to be comprised of artists,
scientists, technologists, scholars, and educators all working on the same project, pooling
together their expertise and experience. Collaboration became an avenue to access
technology as well as the specialized knowledge, language, and surroundings of a like-minded
community of kindred spirits. Many of the women we interviewed moved forward on their
intuition to catalyze the artistic and technological potentials in the spirit of early pioneer women
settlers, often with kids in tow who were being raised amidst the changing culture.Few of these
women dialogued around the nature of collaboration; rather, they navigated an overwhelming
crest of raw opportunity without time to reflect—until now. It has been an ongoing challenge to
preserve and document the work that has been done while being proactive with its scholarship
in ways that continue to explore themes that are relevant to our society.1 Our investigation
encouraged interviewed women to reflect orally because many of these stories have left few
historical trails. Their anecdotes witness an exciting but nearly forgotten era. All of the
interviewed women recalled wearing many hats and did not always have the time or equipment
to document important events or transition their artworks to newer technologies. Today, women
in New Media Arts have greater opportunities for collective voice through personal blogs, social
media dialogs, and the immediacy of documentation through online outposts and journals such
as Femtechnet, a feminism and technology network and journal. Continued research and
dedicated resources for the preservation of New Media Arts remain persistent challenges
facing artists and educators today.One of our goals is to inspire future generations who may
continue to grapple with obstacles and reveal little-known synergies and strategies of women
artistically using technology to affect cultural change. We additionally hope to provide a
message for future generations to understand some of the midwestern foundations and values
that helped engender the now so familiar. It is important that we all work together, with men
and women on equal footing, to raise human consciousness and make the world a better
place. The synthesis of the arts in New Media is a metaphor for a harmonious society. This
book is truly about women supporting each other towards this end.To contribute forewords, we
chose three women, each of whom shares a kindred avant-garde and collaborative spirit with
the twenty-two women’s stories presented here. Dr. Lisa Wainwright is a renowned American
art historian, vice president of Academic Affairs and dean of faculty, School of the Art Institute
of Chicago. Dr. Anne Balsamo is a cultural theorist, multimedia experience designer, cofounder
of Femtechnet, and inaugural dean, School of Arts, Technology, and Emerging
Communication, University of Texas at Dallas. Lisa and Anne both earned PhDs from the
University of Illinois during the backdrop of this rich history. Judy Malloy is the editor of the
seminal book Women, Art, and Technology (2003) and is a recognized leader in electronic
literature and New Media scholarship.Working on New Media Futures has been an incredibly
enriching journey for all of us involved in this encapsulating project. We feel blessed and



honored to have met, interviewed, and gotten to know these incredible women over the years
to whom all of us owe an everlasting debt for their tenacity and guiding inspiration.Note1. For
an extensive collection analyzing and categorizing collaborative strategies, see Euphoria and
Dystopia (Cook and Diamond 2011).AcknowledgmentsWithout the combined talents, efforts,
and dedication of all of our collaborators over the many decades of diligent hard work and
striving, the works described in this book would not be possible. It is a testament to the spirit of
our times that there are more people involved than technologies used in the realization of the
complex collaborations that are herein described. Community is a thread that weaves us all
together in the circle of life and is unique to midwestern values that have migrated the world
over through the seeds planted on the prairie by contemporary women in the arts as well as
their forerunners.We are indebted to the life’s work that has been shared with sincere reflection
and deep introspection in the oral history interviews provided by our contributors. Their
individually unique and yet overlapping stories helped to illuminate a very exciting and pivotal
time in history for women to make a difference in the world by charting innovative, collaborative
pathways through the arts and sciences.Special thanks to Lisa Wainwright, Anne Balsamo,
and Judy Malloy for writing the three forewords to the book that speak to the historical context
of the underrepresentation of women in the arts throughout modern history, and the
significance of women equally contributing towards the making of our culture today.We
gratefully acknowledge the dedication, enthusiasm, and unwavering support of our editor,
Laurie Matheson, and her staff for bringing this seminal book to fruition. The co-editors express
special appreciation to Jennifer Comeau and Julie Laut for their insightful guidance, and to
Dustin Hubbart and Jennifer Fisher for their stunning visual design of the book. The peer
reviewers selected by the University of Illinois Press provided knowledgeable insights and
invaluable suggestions that enriched the historical background of the manuscript and fine-
tuning of the transcribed interviews.Many thanks to additional women who helped shape the
initial book proposal, including Kelly Searsmith, Joan Catapano, and Jane Stevens; to Dawn
McIlvain Stahl for her beautiful transcriptions and Ann Redelfs for her enthusiastic suggestions;
to Ann Beardsley for her keen attention to detail in the final proofreading; to Meridith Murray for
her indexing expertise; and to Deanna Spivey for coordinating all of our arrangements to gather
and communicate.With gratitude to Robert Patterson, Jeff Carpenter, Sara Diamond, Lisa
Stone, Joann Ferina, Eda Davidman, Samantha Conrad, Nicolle Kate, Margaret Baczkowski,
Merle Gross, Florence Shay, Marnie Wirtz, Betsy Birmingham, Julia Bachrach, Brita Bastogi,
Marientina Gotsis, Elina Ollila, Jacki Ford Morie, Tracy Fullerton, and Celia Pearce, for sharing
their insights, friendship, and support throughout the project.With fond appreciation to Tiffany
Holmes and her staff, including Nia Easley, for organizing the exceptional 150th SAIC
milestone event, Celebrating Women in New Media Arts, held on March 18, 2016, in the SAIC
ballroom in honor of this book. Very special thanks to Jean St. Aubin and the staff of the SAIC
Gene Siskel Film Center for the symposium screening and closing reception. Continued
appreciation for Walter and Shirley Massey and for SAIC president Elissa Tenny for their
enthusiasm and support.For opening their archives and sharing their resources to make the
book visually engaging with a historical resonance: Richard and Ellen Sandor Family
Collection; James Prinz Photography; Rachel Bronson, Lisa McCabe, and Kendal Gladish,
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists; National Center for Supercomputing Applications Archives;
Aimee L. Marshall, Art Institute of Chicago Images; Nathaniel Parks, Ryerson and Burnham
Libraries, the Art Institute of Chicago; Jon Cates, Phil Morton Memorial Research Archive,
School of the Art Institute of Chicago; Abina Manning and Emily Eddy, Video Data Bank,
School of the Art Institute of Chicago; Angeli Arndt, School of the Art Institute of Chicago;



Christopher J. Prom, University of Illinois Archives; Kim D. Todd, Jean Jennings Bartik
Computing Museum, Northwest Missouri State University; John Mark Ockerbloom and Mary
Ockerbloom, Celebration of Women Writers site hosted by the University of Pennsylvania
Libraries; Rita M. Hassert and Maureen Murphy, Sterling Morton Library, the Morton
Arboretum; Robbi Siegel, Art Resource Inc.; Todd Leibowitz, Artists Rights Society; Deborah
Cotton, ACM Publications; M. E. Brennan, IEEE; Karen Moltenbrey, Computer Graphics World;
Elaine Coorens, Our Urban Times; Virginia Hohl and Dorren Gertsen-Briand, District 102;
Heather Eidson, the Times of Northwest Indiana; and James Caulfield.Special research was
conducted at Ryerson and Burnham Libraries, the Art Institute of Chicago; John M. Flaxman
Library, School of the Art Institute of Chicago; Special Collections and University Archives,
University of Illinois; University Library, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; Columbia
College Chicago Library; Charles Deering McCormick Library of Special Collections,
Northwestern University; and Avery Library, Columbia University. Additional thanks to Lindsay
M. King and Ted Goodman for their help and expertise with providing a plethora of historical
references and research materials while at Northwestern University and Columbia University
respectively.We would like to respectfully acknowledge the exceptionally talented and
pioneering Renaissance men the editors and book contributors have had the pleasure to work
with from the beginning. For their support, enthusiasm, and sharing mutual values to make the
world a better place with collaboration as the foundation of artistic and scientific exploration:
Dan Sandin, Tom DeFanti, Phil Morton, James Zanzi, Jerry August, Gary Justis, Randy
Johnson, Mark Resch, Stephan Meyers, Larry Smarr, Robert Patterson, George Francis, Bill
Gropp, Roy Ascott, Roger Malina, Mike Ross, Ryan Wyatt, John Towns, Bill Kramer, Tom
Lucas, Mike Bruno, Dan Neafus, Mel Slater, Chunglian Al Huang, Marc Andreessen, Jason
Leigh, Drew Browning, Johnie Hugh Horn, Michel Ségard, Miroslaw Rogala, Fernando
Orellana, Chris Day, Todd Margolis, Ben Chang, Geoffrey Allen Baum, Keith Miller, Chris
Kemp, William Robertson, Marcus Thiébaux, Christopher Landreth, Loren Carpenter, Rob Tow,
and Scott Fisher.We would also like to gratefully acknowledge all of the exceptional men and
women from the scientific community whom we have had the sincere privilege to work with.
Their unique talents, curiosity, enthusiasm, openness, and shared resources have truly helped
us to transcend with the arts to make inroads for future generations of explorers. Without their
dedication and perseverance during the changing tides of our times, we would collectively miss
seeing the forest beyond the trees.Donna J. Cox would like to personally acknowledge the
Advanced Visualization Lab (AVL) members Robert Patterson, Stuart Levy, Alex Betts, A. J.
Christensen, Kalina Borkiewicz, Jeff Carpenter, Matthew Hall, Lorne Leonard, and Deanna
Spivey, who through their dedication and hard work have advanced the field of visualization. A
special thanks goes to Jeff Carpenter who helped with processing imagery for this book. Other
collaborators who have been important in the success of Renaissance Teams include Tom
Lucas, George Francis, Ray Idaszak, Michael Norman, Marcus Thiébaux, Toni Myers, Judy
Carroll, Frank Summers, Guy Garnett, Chris Landreth, and Mel Slater. Many thanks goes to
the National Center for Supercomputing Applications and the University of Illinois leadership
who have been supportive of this book effort, including NCSA Director Bill Gropp, Larry Smarr,
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ChicagoARCArtists, Residents of Chicago(art)n(pronounced Art to the Nth)A/Vaudio/
visualAVLAdvanced Visualization LaboratoryBOMBattle of MidwayCAVECave Automatic
Virtual Environment (recursive acronym)CCColumbia CollegeCGIComputer Graphics
ImagingeDreamEmerging Digital Research and Education in Arts MediaENIACElectronic
Numerical Integrator and ComputerEVEElectronic Visualization EventsEVLElectronic
Visualization Laboratory at the University of Illinois at ChicagoGRASSGRAphics Symbiosis
SystemICAREInteractive Computer Assisted RGB EditorICPInternational Center for
PhotographyiGramsimmersaGramsIITIllinois Institute of TechnologyILLIACIllinois Automatic
ComputerKCPAKrannert Center for the Performing ArtsMCAMuseum of Contemporary Art
ChicagoMJHMuseum of Jewish HeritageNCNPNational Conference of New
PoliticsNCSANational Center for Supercomputing ApplicationsNSFNational Science
FoundationNWUNorthwestern UniversityORDVACOrdnance Discrete Variable Automatic
ComputerPHSCologramPhotography, holography, sculpture, and computer graphics
(pronounced skol-o-gram)PLATOProgrammed Logic for Automatic Teaching
OperationsRELRenaissance Experimental LaboratorySAICSchool of the Art Institute of
ChicagoSandin IPSandin Image ProcessorSGISilicon Graphics Inc.SIGGRAPHSpecial Interest
Group in GraphicsUCUniversity of ChicagoUICUniversity of Illinois at ChicagoUIUCUniversity
of Illinois at Urbana-ChampaignVDBVideo Data BankVRvirtual realityVROOMvirtual reality
ROOMWWWWorld Wide WebNEW MEDIA FUTURESIntroductionNew Media Futures: The
Rise of Women in the Digital Arts captures the spirit of women working in digital media arts
and education in the Midwest. These pioneers made essential contributions to the international
technological revolution, helping to catalyze what we now think of as the age of digital and
social media. The story explores seminal events that took place at the University of Illinois and
the School of the Art Institute of Chicago in the 1980s and 1990s, in a fertile environment
combining social feminist change, artistic energy, and technological innovation. While women
artists in Chicago, marginalized in traditional venues, built a network of independent galleries



and exhibit spaces to house and highlight their work, interdisciplinary Renaissance Teams at
the University of Illinois developed advanced academic computing communities that created a
bridge to the humanities and forged new partnerships between the artist and the scientific
environment. This historic merging of art and technology in the Midwest, with women at its
heart, encompassed digital games, PHSColograms, virtual reality, supercomputing graphics,
and Internet browser-based art, as well as graphic tools for medical research and diagnosis
and other technical uses. Behind this revolution lay a history of social change, artistic
innovation, women’s civic leadership, and breakthroughs in science and technology.EARLY
ROOTS: ESTABLISHING A STRONGHOLD FOR MIDWESTERN WOMEN IN THE
ARTSBehind the digital arts revolution in the Midwest lies a long history of women building
civic leadership and cultivating dynamic social relationships. By forging a stronghold for change
in the arts, education, and design, these pioneering women cross-pollinated creative forces
that continue to emerge and evolve from historical contexts to the present day.Women’s civic
leadership in Chicago found prominent expression in the Woman’s Building of the World’s
Columbian Exposition in 1893: a pavilion designed, decorated, and managed by women.
Philanthropist Bertha Honoré Palmer, who had formed the Chicago Woman’s Club in 1876,
passionately explained the initiative’s merit: “The Exposition will thus benefit women … not
alone by means of the material objects brought together, but there will be a more lasting and
permanent result through the interchange of thought and sympathy among influential and
leading women of all countries, now for the first time working together with a common purpose
and an established means of communication” (Elliott 1893, 22). Plans for the exposition were
directed by the Exposition Commission, composed solely of men, while the leadership of
women participants was segregated. The Board of Lady Managers was created by an official
act of the US Congress, which commissioned a building to house women’s exhibits (Peck and
Irish 2001, 228).The classical Beaux Arts–influenced building was designed by Sophia
Hayden, the first woman architect to graduate from MIT.1 Candace Wheeler, appointed director
of interior design, was a pioneer of the field for women. The building’s Hall of Honor was
anchored by allegorical murals, commissioned from American impressionist painters Mary
Cassatt and Mary MacMonnies, and depicted young girls in modern dress pursuing the fruits
of science and knowledge. In Eve’s Daughter/Modern Woman: A Mural by Mary Cassatt,
author Sally Webster reminds us, “While Sophia Hayden’s design was noteworthy, it was the
enterprise itself, the assembling of women’s work—handicrafts, inventions, books, paintings,
sculpture, and statistics on women’s employment—that galvanized women nationally and
internationally. The entire project mirrored a passionate desire by women from all walks of life
to document the contributions women had made to the world’s culture and economy” (Webster
2004, 45–46).In addition to leading the Woman’s Building initiative at the World’s Columbian
Exposition, Bertha Honoré Palmer (1849–1918) was a major benefactor of the arts in the
nineteenth century. She helped establish the Art Institute of Chicago in the Midwest as a
renowned, international art museum. Mrs. Potter Palmer, 1893, by Anders Leonard Zorn, 101!]"
× 55!]" oil on canvas. The Art Institute of Chicago.Describing their mission in the official
exposition catalog for the Woman’s Building, Bertha Honoré Palmer reflected a broad vision of
civic responsibility and social concern:The desire of the Board of Lady Managers is to present
a complete picture of the condition of women in every country of the world at this moment, and
more particularly of those women who are bread-winners. We wish to know whether they
continue to do the hard, wearing work of the world at prices which will not maintain life, and
under unhealthy conditions; whether they have access to the common schools and to the
colleges, and after having taken the prescribed course are permitted graduating honors;



whether the women, in countries where educational facilities are afforded them, take a higher
stand in all the active industries of life as well as in intellectual pursuits; how large the
proportion is of those who have shown themselves capable of taking honors in the colleges to
which they are admitted, etc. We aim to show, also, the new avenues of employment that are
constantly being opened to women, and in which of these they are most successful by reason
of their natural adaptability; what education will best fit them for the new opportunities awaiting
them. (Elliott 1893, 22)In addition to leading and contributing to numerous organizations and
charities in Chicago, Palmer assembled an influential art collection, including numerous iconic
works by the impressionists, that helped establish the Art Institute of Chicago and the
metropolis as an international leader in the arts. Prior to Palmer’s commissioning of Cassatt to
paint Eve’s Daughter/Modern Woman, the artist suggested to Palmer and her husband some
impressionist artists to include in their collection, and she made helpful introductions to her art
connections in Paris.2 Cassatt’s own work includes her 1890–91 experiments with aquatint
color printing techniques, resulting in a suite of ten prints, often referred to as “The Ten,” that
explored a day in the life of a modern woman. The sophisticated printmaking process Cassatt
used marks an early example of a woman artist employing technology in her work.The School
of the Art Institute of Chicago (SAIC), formerly the Chicago Academy of Design, was formed in
1882 and housed in the Art Institute’s new facility on Michigan Avenue and Van Buren Street.
Its basic curriculum emphasized drawing and painting from life, including costumed models
and natural landscapes. Lorado Taft, who founded the Sculpture Department, put SAIC on the
map for being the only school in the country where students could chisel creations from
marble.3 Most of his students were women, and in 1889, his class staged on the lakefront
south of the museum a fountain composed of nude nymphs that was considered controversial
—not for nudity, but because it was executed by women. That same year, SAIC initiated a
program in architecture and formed an alliance with the Armour Institute of Technology to
provide instruction in science and mathematics, thus creating early inroads for art and science
to take shape in the city’s overall development.Women’s access to education improved during
the Columbian Exposition era, with the University of Chicago Law School opening its doors to
women in 1889 and Northwestern University establishing a women’s college in which Bertha
Honoré Palmer was a trustee. Columbia College Chicago, founded in 1890 by Mary A. Blood
and Ida Morey Riley as a coeducational school, continues to serve the Chicago community as
the nation’s largest privately enrolled art school. Hull-House, the famous settlement house
established on Chicago’s southwest side in 1899 by the Pulitzer Prize–winning writer, reformer,
and peace activist Jane Addams, hosted Frank Lloyd Wright’s influential 1901 talk, “The Art
and Craft of the Machine.”4 Calling the machine “the only future of art and craft” and “the
modern Sphinx whose riddle the artist must solve if he would that art live,” Wright characterized
the machine as “capable of carrying to fruition high ideals in art—higher than the world has yet
seen!” (Wright 1901, 77). This American manifesto, later published in Brush and Pencil,
foreshadowed new schools of thinking that would evolve into the Prairie Style, New Bauhaus,
international, and postmodernist styles of architecture for which Chicago became so richly
known.5Sophia Hayden (1868–1953), the first woman architect to graduate from MIT, was
hired by Palmer to design the Woman’s Building for the World’s Columbia Exposition. This
building and assemblage signified women’s accomplishments worldwide and helped to
galvanize women nationally and internationally. Frontispiece, Woman’s Building, United States.
Designed by Sophia G. Hayden.The Ground Plan Woman’s Building shows the international
impact and the global participants engaged with the midwestern women designers. These
countries included England, France, Germany, Italy, Ceylon, and Japan—featuring inventions,



artworks, and scientific explorations made by women. Gallery Plan Woman’s Building.Mary
Cassatt’s (1844–1926) design of the Woman’s Building South Tympanum celebrated young
women pursuing knowledge and science. This is one of the themes emerging in the twentieth-
century modern woman. Decoration of South Tympanum, “Modern Woman” by Mary Cassatt.
Source: Maude Howe Elliott, Art and Handicraft in the Woman’s Building of the World’s
Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893, “A Celebration of Women Writers.” .Wright was
influenced by his aunts, Jane and Nell Lloyd Jones, who in 1886 founded Hillside Home School
in Wisconsin, the first coeducational boarding school in the United States. Their “learn by
doing” pedagogical approach became the hallmark of Taliesin, the rustic studios that Wright
established in 1932 with his third wife, Olgivanna. Among other architects, Wright employed
Marion Mahony, the second woman to graduate from MIT with a degree in architecture.
Mahony became the first licensed woman architect in the world to practice in the field.6 She
initially worked out of a shared office in Steinway Hall, the eleven-story building on Van Buren
Street that famously housed Wright and his group of innovative architects.7Marion Mahony
Griffin (1871–1961) is one of the world’s first women licensed architects. She graduated from
MIT—the second woman do to so (Sophia Hayden had graduated from MIT four years earlier)
—and was both the first architect and first woman to be licensed in the state of Illinois. She
delineated the popular Prairie Style architecture that put Chicago on the international map,
attracting future architects to Chicago. “Portrait of Marion Mahony Griffin.” Magic of America,
Art Institute of Chicago portfolio images, Ryerson and Burnham Archives. .In 1907, Ladies
Home Journal published an article that reviewed one of Wright’s designs that was delineated
by Mahony and quintessentially defined Prairie Style architecture; the article was titled
“Fireproof Home for $5000” and described an L-shaped open floor plan that was centered on a
fireplace. Wilhelm Tyler Miller further popularized the Prairie Style with his circular The Prairie
Spirit of Landscape Gardening, which the University of Illinois published in 1915 for the Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station. Mahony’s much admired presentation style of immersing
architectural renderings in a richly vegetative prairie landscape, which she often delineated on
linen and silk, was imitated by the drafters who worked in Wright’s office and adopted by fellow
architects of the Prairie School (Van Zanten 2011, 51). Mahony’s renderings comprised nearly
half of Wright’s famed Wasmuth Portfolio (1910) that was published in Germany and put
Chicago on the international map for its organic architecture innovations made during the
Prairie School era (McGregor 2009).8 In 1911, Mahony married a fellow architect from Wright’s
office, Walter Burley Griffin, a graduate from the University of Illinois, and the two worked in
partnership on commissioned residences, educational institutions, and businesses in Australia,
India, and the United States. In 1912, the Griffins won the competition to design the Australian
capitol city of Canberra. There were 137 applicants, and Eliel Saarinen won second place. An
electronic edition of Marion Mahony Griffin’s manuscript, The Magic of America, was
posthumously published online in 2007 by the Ryerson and Burnham Libraries of the Art
Institute of Chicago.9Bridging art and education, art historian Helen Gardner published the first
edition of her seminal Art through the Ages in 1926, the first single-volume textbook to provide
a global survey of art history. A graduate of the University of Chicago, Gardner taught at the
School of the Art Institute from 1920 until her retirement. Many editions later, Art through the
Ages remains a standard text in the field. The third edition, published shortly after her death in
1946, was the first to include women artists (Mary Cassatt, Berthe Morisot, Georgia
O’Keeffe).10 That edition’s concluding chapter, entitled “The Arts of the Machine,” recalls
Wright’s earlier Hull-House lecture. Gardner observed that “through scientific advances in
transportation and communication, the world has been so interknit that it has become in reality,



one world, in which advanced, decadent, and primitive cultures, highly diversified in ideology
and art forms, have been brought together, head on.”MODERNISM WITH AN
INTERNATIONAL STYLEThe 1930s brought two influential exponents of the German Bauhaus
style of architecture, László Moholy-Nagy and Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, to Chicago. Moholy-
Nagy arrived in 1938 and founded the New Bauhaus, which became the Chicago School of
Design and then the Institute of Design, coming in 1949 under the umbrella of the newly
formed Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT). Meanwhile, van der Rohe became the director of
the Architecture Department at the Armour Institute of Technology. These training grounds
offered new opportunities for women artists, including Marli Ehrman, Else Regensteiner,
Lenore Tawney, Claire Zeisler, and Theo Leffmann.Marli Ehrman studied and taught in arts
and crafts schools and universities in Europe and created an experimental weaving workshop
at the original Bauhaus. After escaping Germany before the Nazi purges, Ehrman relocated to
Chicago where she became the director of the Weaving Workshop at IIT’s School of Design
under Moholy-Nagy’s directorship in 1938. She also taught at Hull-House and in 1956 opened
the Elm Shop modernist design studio in Oak Park, where she designed textiles for
commercial clients. She additionally collaborated with Marianne Willisch and Mies van der
Rohe and was awarded first prize in weaving in a national competition conducted by the
Museum of Modern Art and another prize in a national competition awarded by Fairchild
Publications, Inc. in New York. Equally important to her own achievements was her mentorship
of a new generation of influential textile artists that included her students at IIT—Lenore
Tawney, Else Regensteiner, Claire Zeisler, and Angelo Testa—all of whom had successful
careers as designers and artists.Midwestern-born Georgia O’Keeffe (1887–1986) was an
influential twentieth-century artist who helped define modernism with her abstract charcoal
drawings, watercolor, and oil paintings, sculptures, and photographs. She briefly attended SAIC
and was among the first modern women artists to be recognized in art history texts and
included in Helen Gardner’s Art through the Ages. The Art Institute of Chicago hosted her first
retrospective in 1943. “Georgia O’Keeffe, Lake George,” 1931, by Alfred Stieglitz, 3" × 3!]"
vintage gelatin silver print from the Richard and Ellen Sandor Family Collection. Digital photo
by James Prinz Photography.Else Regensteiner also immigrated to the United States to
escape the Nazi regime. She befriended Ehrman in 1936 after settling in Chicago and became
her assistant at the Institute of Design. She attended Black Mountain College during her
vacations to study with Anni and Josef Albers. In 1942, she graduated from IIT and was hired
as a weaving instructor. She later taught at SAIC from 1945 to 1971 and abroad at the
American Farm School in Thessaloniki, Greece, from 1972 to 1978. She collaborated with
fellow student Julia McVicker to form Reg/Wick Handwoven Originals, whose regular clientele
included the Stiffel Company. She was director of the Handweavers Guild of America,
cofounded the Midwest Designer-Craftsmen, and authored three books—The Art of
Handweaving, Weaver’s Study Course: Ideas and Techniques, and Geometric Design in
Weaving—considered hand-weaving classics that brought Bauhaus traditions to a wider
audience. Chicago native Theo Leffmann chose another path from her peers and worked with
fiber as a mode of personal expression in lieu of practical design applications. She created
several bodies of work over a fifty-year period, including figurative sculptures and wall hangings
that are represented in the Mary and Leigh Block Museum of Art, Northwestern
University.László Moholy-Nagy (1895–1946) was a Hungarian painter, photographer, and
Bauhaus professor who believed in the intersection of art, technology, and industrial design. He
helped establish Chicago as a center of international modernism with Mies van der Rohe
(1886–1969) while they both taught at IIT. “Self-Portrait (Moholy appears sunken to bottom of



the sea in a fish net),” 1928, by László Moholy-Nagy, 8" × 11½" vintage gelatin silver print from
the Richard and Ellen Sandor Family Collection. Digital photo by James Prinz
Photography.“Mies van der Rohe,” 1952, by Harry Callahan, 4½" × 3¼" modern gelatin silver
print from the Richard and Ellen Sandor Family Collection. Digital photo by James Prinz
Photography.As a bastion for Bauhaus ideals was building up Chicago, Nordic modernity was
flourishing under the influence of the Saarinen family at Cranbrook in Bloomfield Hills,
Michigan. The Scandinavian design movement began in Europe during the 1920s to create
well-designed objects for everyone. “More beautiful everyday things” was the motto of the
movement. Eliel and Loja Saarinen were the first to bring this design philosophy to the United
States. Eliel Saarinen was a prominent architect who believed in the fusion of fine arts and
crafts, akin to the Bauhaus. Like Wright, he also worked holistically and was interested in
designing everything from the buildings and their interiors and furnishings to their communities.
When Cranbrook opened in 1932, it provided students unique opportunities to work alongside
European men and women who came to Michigan to create works of architecture, sculpture,
furnishings, and textiles for the Cranbrook campus (Waagen 1990, 50).Loja Saarinen, who
trained as a sculptor and photographer in Finland before immigrating to Michigan in 1923 with
her husband, architect Eliel Saarinen, made pivotal contributions in the Midwest at Cranbrook
Academy of Art, where she taught and designed textiles until retiring in 1942. While Loja built
most of Eliel’s architectural models, she also designed rugs and textiles for the buildings he
designed for Cranbrook. This helped her establish her own firm, Studio Loja Saarinen, before
October 1928. Frank Lloyd Wright and Charles Eames were among her many clients. The
following year, the Weaving Department opened at Cranbrook, of which Lola was named
director (Clark 1983, 173–96). Her successor, Marianne Strengell, was both an influential
teacher at Cran-brook through the 1960s and a successful designer whose clients included
Knoll Associates, General Motors, Ford Motor Company, and the architectural firm Skidmore,
Owings and Merrill in Chicago.In parallel, Frank Lloyd Wright designed thirty-six structures on
the West Coast that began with the Stewart House in Santa Barbara (1909) and ended with
the Marin County Civic Center in San Rafael (1959), migrating midwestern innovations in
organic architecture and modernism.11 In a July 1957 address to the people of Marin County,
Wright said, “Beauty is the moving cause of nearly every issue worth the civilization we have,
and civilization without a culture is like a man without a soul. Culture consists of the expression
by the human spirit of the love of beauty.” Wright believed the Civic Center offered “a crucial
opportunity to open the eyes of not Marin County alone, but of the entire country to what
officials gathering together might themselves do to broaden and beautify human lives.” Other
historical works in California by Wright include the Barnsdall (Hollyhock) House (1917–1921),
the Charles Ennis House (1923), the Storer House (1923–1924), and the Freeman House
(1923–1925), all built in Los Angeles.12 Wright’s work on the West Coast influenced California-
based architects Richard Neutra, Rudolph M. Schindler, and Frank Gehry, which helped spread
midwestern-born ideals throughout the twentieth century for using creativity and innovation to
make the world a better place for future generations (Wilson 2014). In addition to Marion
Mahony Griffin, Wright employed many talented women in a variety of capacities throughout
his career, including Lois Davidson Gottlieb, Isabel Roberts, Jane Duncombe, Eleanore
Pettersen, and Read Weber, among a hundred others (Willis 2009).ALTERNATIVE ART
SPACES EMERGE: CHICAGO’S COUNTERCULTURE BEGINSIn the post–World War II
period, a multitude of alternative art venues, spaces, and contexts sprang up in Chicago. One
launching pad was the venerable Art Institute itself, whose “Chicago and Vicinity Show” came
under criticism in 1947 for favoring works by the institute’s students and faculty over those of



community members. When the museum responded by banning all student participation in the
exhibition, more than 800 protesting students from both SAIC and the Institute of Design at IIT
signed a petition they presented to Daniel Catton Rich, the Art Institute’s director. When the
museum refused to rescind its ban, the students mounted their own show, Momentum
Exhibitions, from July 15 to August 28, 1948, at Roosevelt College, that was open “to all artists
of the local area, to all media, to all art languages … to provide that universality of opportunity
necessary to insure the vital movement of art” (Warren 1984, 11). Josef Albers, Robert von
Neuman, and Robert Jay Wolff came to Chicago at their own expense and juried the show.One
outcome of these exhibitions, which continued through 1964, was the growing number of
alternative spaces to Chicago’s art establishment that began to emerge, along with the
formation of artists’ groups to support them. To meet the demands of SAIC students, the school
expanded and remodeled again, and in 1959 the museum received a generous endowment
from Mrs. Sterling Morton to add a south wing to the building. However, a structure housing
several of the SAIC studios stood on part of the ground the new museum wing was going to
cover, and so it was decided that a long-term plan to consolidate SAIC could finally be
implemented, with nineteen new classrooms and its own Columbus Drive entrance. In this
respect, the students managed to unite the school with the museum through Momentum
Exhibitions, while forming a united sense of community among Chicago artists. In Lynne
Warren’s critical essay “Chicago Alternatives” (1984), she explained, “The moral imperative of
artists of the 1950s and 1960s was that work should be shown without regard to, as Leon
Golub put it, ‘the status of its creator or the circumstances implicit in its creation’” (Warren
1984, 15).13Warren’s essay implied that many Chicago artists who were doing interesting work
had been left out of exhibitions at the Hyde Park Art Center and other establishments because
Chicago’s art world was becoming stagnate with acceptable “counterculture” works by the
Chicago Imagists, for example, thereby narrowing the community’s range of participation.14
Activist and art critic Lucy Lippard wrote a thoughtful feminist essay, “The Women Artists’
Movement—What Next” (1976), where she highlighted the importance of alternative art and
cautioned women artists not to be “content with a ‘piece’ of the pie, so long dominated by men,
satisfied with the new found luxury of greater representation in museums and galleries (though
not yet in teaching jobs and art history books) rather than continuing to explore the
alternatives.” For Lippard, alternative spaces and ways of making art could change “the
superficial aspect of the way art is seen, bought, sold and used in our culture” (Parker and
Pollock 2013, 135).Detail from Lucy Lippard 1974: An Interview, conducted by Lyn Blumenthal
and Kate Horsfeld. Lippard earned degrees from Smith College and New York University; she
became an art critic in 1962, contributing to Art International and Artforum. Image copyright of
the artist, courtesy of the Video Data Bank, SAIC.Feminist writers Rozsika Parker and Griselda
Pollock examined if Lippard’s challenge to women should be directed at accessing the male-
dominated art establishment or whether they should be creating alternative networks of
galleries, exhibitions, and programming. “Tactically women’s collective efforts to provide their
own supportive networks are immensely important and they have effectively opened up new
spaces and extended the possibilities of work for many women” (Parker and Pollock 2013, 134–
35). The danger of this strategy, they claimed, was that women artists might have remained
working in isolation at the periphery of cultural expression with an artistic practice that diverges
too far away from a larger dialog of transformative change. In Chicago, women artists trod
along both of these pathways and broke new ground that reinvented the future for the next
generation of women artists.During the 1960s, the new wave of third-generation alternative
space artists did not adhere to discourse or care to foster community like its predecessor—the



momentum generation. “Because of the changing times, these artists, most of whom had
studied at the School of the Art Institute—a constant factor in Chicago’s history of alternative
spaces—were nationally and internationally oriented, working more and more in experimental
modes—performance, installation, and conceptual art, which dealers found difficult to sell even
when produced by such luminaries as Vito Acconci, Walter de Maria, and Dennis Oppenheim,
to name a few,” noted Warren (Warren 1984, 16).In parallel, women artists in the city were
encouraged by the women’s movement at large. Alternative spaces became a strategy used by
women to organize both artistic aspirations and feminist change as a means to influence the
art system while addressing the multigenerational discrimination against women in the arts and
the workforce in general. Warren explained, “The alternative spaces of the 1970s thus arose
out of very different needs—the necessity to promote a new aesthetic in art, one that seemed
natural and right to those educated in the late 1960s and early 1970s when painting had been
declared dead (reminiscent, interestingly, of the battle of the first generation of alternative
space artists against the summary rejection of ‘modern art’); and the need by women artists to
feel a part of the system which, heretofore, as in many other fields, had discriminated against
women, particularly those with families” (Warren 1984, 16).15Simultaneously fueled by
alternative ideas of making and showing art sparked by Momentum Exhibitions, a group of
twenty-five artists, collectors, architects, art dealers, and critics met on January 9, 1964, to
formulate plans for the Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago (MCA), the second
contemporary art museum that was established in the United States, “with a desire to educate
audiences by encouraging visual literacy and familiarity with contemporary art” (Olson 1996,
6).In 1967, the museum opened its doors on East Ontario Street in Chicago with Jan van der
Marck as its inaugural director, and received its first work in 1968, Six Women, by a
Venezuelan sculptor simply known as Marisol. The initial goals set by the museum’s founder
and board president Joseph Shapiro were to “present the newest art and a growing permanent
collection.” The MCA was a welcoming venue to women artists and innovative projects. In
1969, Christo and Jeanne-Claude wrapped the MCA with eight thousand square feet of
tarpaulin that became the first building wrapped by the couple in the United States. MCA board
president Lewis Manilow described the project as “avant-garde in the best possible sense. That
is to say, it expanded the vision of art. We had a grand vision. I remember dancing and cloth
being everywhere, and looking at this new building, the whole idea, the scale of the
imagination” (Olson 1996, 8).By 1972, the MCA presented the first retrospective in the United
States for American sculptor Lee Bontecou, who was one of the first women artists to achieve
broad recognition for her work during the 1960s. This retrospective was paired with the first
museum exhibition to examine Chicago Imagist art. In 1973, the museum presented a
memorial exhibition for Eva Hesse before she received recognition from other institutions. The
MCA continued its tradition of showing avantgarde women artists for many decades to come,
including the compelling Frida Kahlo, Laurie Anderson, and Louise Bourgeois.16Important
women artists working and exhibiting in Chicago included Barbara Rossi, Christina Ramberg,
and Sarah Canright—Chicago Imagists whose works were popularized by the pivotal MCA
exhibition Don Baum Sez “Chicago Needs Famous Artists” (1969). Gladys Nilsson and Suellen
Rocca were part of the Hairy Who, while Nancy Spero and Jean Leaf were part of the Monster
Roster, a group of artists who were mentored by Vera Berdich, post–World War II. Berdich was
an SAIC alum who worked for the Works Progress Administration (WPA) at Hull-House and
taught at SAIC 1947–1979. She was inspiring and influential to the Chicago Imagists. Barbara
Crane, Ruth Duckworth, Jeanne Dunning, Lee Godie, Ellen Lanyon, Kay Rosen, Holis Sigler,
Diane Simpson, Margaret Wharton, and Margaret Whitehead are among women artists



featured in the MCA’s Art in Chicago: 1945–1995, whose works influenced Chicago’s evolving
arts community. Also during this era, Vivian Maier was an unknown American street
photographer who supported herself as a nanny in Chicago’s North Shore suburbs for forty
years before her work was internationally exhibited.In 1978, the MCA hosted Frida Kahlo’s
(1907–1954) first solo show in the United States, which was visited by many women artists and
curators who were part of Chicago’s alternative movement to exhibit art. “Frida Kahlo on White
Bench, New York,” 1939, by Nickolas Muray, 11½" × 14½" modern color carbon print. From the
Richard and Ellen Sandor Family Collection. Digital photo by James Prinz
Photography.WOMEN ARTISTS AND ALTERNATIVE SPACESDuring the 1970s, several new
alternative art spaces emerged with the goal to show women’s artistic visions. These
alternative spaces were organized by women artists. ARC (an acronym for Artists, Residents of
Chicago) was formed in September 1973 and was located at 226 East Ontario Street, situated
across the street from the newly established MCA. ARC was catalyzed by Ellen Lanyon, a key
organizer of the Momentum Exhibitions and Superior Street Gallery as part of a women’s
network called W.E.B. (“West Coast–East Coast Bag”). As women artists were gathering to
discuss topical issues, they began to realize there was a need for an outlet to exhibit the
growing number of women artists in Chicago who were having difficulty entering the Chicago
art world. Seventeen of these women, some of whom who were part of the W.E.B. dialogs,
were invited to join ARC.Women artists who lived and worked in Chicago included Jeanne
Dunning (1960–), Lee Godie (1908–1994), and Vivian Maier (1926–2009). Dunning and Godie
were featured in the MCA’s Art in Chicago 1945–1995 retrospective, while Maier recently
enjoyed her own retrospectives at the Chicago Cultural Center and Chicago History Museum.
“Head 6,” 1989, Jeanne Dunning, 30" × 19" vintage Cibachrome on Plexiglas; “Lee and Cameo
on a Chair … ,” early–mid 1970s, Lee Godie, 4¾" × 3¾" vintage silver print; “New York (Girl on
Shoulders),” 1951–1955, Vivian Maier, 4½" × 3½" modern gelatin silver print. From the Richard
and Ellen Sandor Family Collection. Digital photos by James Prinz Photography.ARC was
organized by this pioneering collective of women artists with goals of “enhancing members’
status in the art world and, by extension, enhancing the status of all women artists, and of
providing a model for younger women artists” (Warren 1984, 17). As a nonprofit still operating
today, ARC Gallery and Educational Foundation aims to empower women by providing
professional services and mentorship in the visual arts through exhibitions, workshops,
discussion groups, and public programs for underserved populations.A second women’s
cooperative, Artemisia, was opened in the same building and named in honor of Baroque
painter Artemisia Gentileschi. Artemisia had similar goals to that of ARC and included women
from divergent artistic backgrounds. In addition, Artemisia included SAIC students and alumni.
Their first exhibition opened in 1973 with a group show of gallery members and continued
through 2003 when their doors closed. Artemisia was pivotal in supporting the careers of more
than 150 women artists. In May–June 2013, Artemisia uniquely celebrated the fortieth
anniversary of its opening with a special exhibition, Artemisia after 40: Current Works by Past
Members, at the Bridgeport Art center in Chicago. Their inclusion in the SAIC community
combined with a more “hardline feminist philosophy supported a greater cohesion and stronger
institutional identity” (Warren 1984, 17).ARC and Artemisia were the first women artists’
cooperatives in Chicago as well as in the Midwest. Both organizations invited notable artists to
discuss their work, including Judy Chicago, Ruth Isken, Cindy Nemser, Arlene Raven, and
Miriam Shapiro. They also created landmark feminist exhibitions in 1979: ARC’s A Day in the
Life, 24 Hours in the Life of a Creative Woman and Artemisia’s Both Sides Now: An
International Exhibition Integrating Feminism and Leftist Politics, which was curated by Lucy



Lippard.Along with ARC and Artemisia, a third alternative space was also formed, primarily by
SAIC graduate students, who were all men with one exception. This was the N.A.M.E. Gallery,
which catered to emerging artists working with performance, filmmaking, conceptual, and
installation art. Although N.A.M.E. was organized as a co-op, its doors were opened to other
artists with its exhibitions selected by a majority vote of its members. Other venues, including
the Phyllis Kind Gallery, Rhona Hoffman Gallery, and Feature [gallery], were also important in
establishing Chicago as a center for imagist art and postmodernism. Art Chicago, first held in
1980 at Navy Pier and modeled on the prestigious Art Basel in Switzerland, became the
premier contemporary art exposition in the United States, providing prominent international
exposure to Chicago artists and galleries.Betty Friedan (1921–2006), American writer, activist,
and feminist, born in Peoria, Illinois. Friedan was a leading figure of the women’s movement in
the United States and the author of The Feminine Mystique (1963) in which she declared, “The
only way for a woman, as for a man, to find herself, to know herself as a person, is by creative
work of her own.” “Betty Friedan opening at the Whitney Museum,” 1969, by Garry Winogrand,
12!\" × 18½" modern gelatin silver print. From the “15 Big Shots Portfolio,” Richard and Ellen
Sandor Family Collection. Digital photo by James Prinz Photography.During the 1970s, women
artists were boldly innovating on their own terms, bolstered by the feminist movement and
other currents of social change, in which Chicago played a crucial role harkening back to the
efforts of Jane Addams, and decades later, Betty Friedan and Jo Freeman. The 1950s postwar
era had precipitated widespread discontent in many workforce-displaced women, and some
identified the foundation of unhappiness and inequality. Betty Friedan, from Peoria, Illinois, was
the author of The Feminine Mystique (1963) and a leading figure of the women’s movement in
the United States. The book unearthed the extensive disillusionment in women of her era and
fueled the dissent of young women in the workforce. In 1967, when the National Conference of
New Politics (NCNP) omitted the participation of women activists to voice their position as a
plenary session, Freeman circulated a newsletter from her Westside apartment she called
Voices of the Women’s Liberation Movement. Her efforts catalyzed the formation of feminist
liberation groups across the country and, by the following year, a national conference was held
in the Chicago suburbs (Lake Villa, Illinois).An iconic photo showing women’s empowerment
during the late 1960s. “Venice, California,” 1968, by Dennis Stock, 13" × 19¼" vintage gelatin
silver print. From the Richard and Ellen Sandor Family Collection. Digital photo by James Prinz
Photography.Artists resonated with this tide of change, and the growing nationwide women’s
movement surged with artistic voices that reflected women’s demand for equality and freedom.
Brazen Judy Chicago, who legally changed her surname from Cohen (to the name of the city in
which she had been born) in 1970 “to liberate herself from male-dominated
stereotypes” (Richards 2010, 89), said that the women’s movement gave her “a possibility of
building support among women, who seemed hungry for images that affirmed them. As I was
then trying to create female-centered iconography, for the first time in my life, my ideas and the
audience meshed” (Chicago 2007, 13).17 Chicago’s massive installation from 1974, The
Dinner Party, memorializes the contributions of women in the arts throughout history. For
Dinner Party, Chicago directed and assembled a large team of women artists to create a
harmoniously shaped triangular dinner table set for thirty-nine mythical and historical women.
The table sits on a “Chicago floor” on which the names of 999 women are inscribed in gold. As
Sally Webster explained, “In the 1970s our first task was to exhume the lost histories of women
artists. … The late 1970s were also a time when women critics, as well as art historians gave
voice to the ideas and struggles of contemporary women artists” (Webster 2004, 1).Installation
view of The Dinner Party: Wing 3 by Judy Chicago © 1974–1979. Judy Chicago/Artists Rights



Society (ARS), New York. Photo courtesy of Judy Chicago/Art Resource, New York. Used with
permission.In 1971, Linda Nochlin’s historic, illustrated essay was published by ARTnews in
January. The Vassar College art history professor cited women artists dating back to circa
1225, including painters, sculptors, and textile designers, and concluded her argument by
urging women to use “their situation as underdogs in the realm of grandeur, and outsiders in
that of ideology, women can reveal institutional and intellectual weaknesses in general, and at
the same time that they destroy false consciousness, take part in the creation of institutions in
which clear thought—and true greatness—are challenges open to anyone, man or woman,
courageous enough to take the necessary risk, the leap into the unknown” (Nochlin 1971,
70).NEW OPPORTUNITIES IN TIME-BASED ARTS WITH VIDEO TECHNOLOGYBeyond
traditional plastic media, the 1970s accelerated creative opportunities and visibility for a whole
new generation of women artists with the advent of video technology, which enabled their
works to be easily distributed over free-access cable television networks. The Chicago Editing
Center (renamed the Center for New Television in 1980 and the Center for Communications
Resources in 1995) was an influential media center under Joyce Bolinger’s directorship. Now
known as the CNTV, the center was built on a concept of access to training workshops,
equipment, screening programs, and publication through SCAN magazine. Video artists could
realize, show, and publicize their work in a well-equipped production environment coupled with
a supportive community. This resource was invaluable, given that it was financially impossible
for video artists to purchase their own editing suite, and few places outside of universities,
including SAIC and the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC), offered facilities for students and
faculty.Even in the absence of sophisticated editing equipment, video offered a platform for
documenting and depicting subjects previously overlooked. Anda Korst, who worked in print
journalism, started a video collective, and co-organized the first festival of women’s video in
Chicago with Judy Hoffman and Lilly Ollinger, remarked:We know that women have been
consistently excluded from any but subsidiary work in television, both on a production and
technical level. The “Porta-pak” makes it possible for women to learn the technical skills of
television so that they can begin to make programs, which directly represent their point of view
toward their own problems and accomplishments. These programs might be addressed only to
women, or they might be aimed at everyone. The point is that we no longer need to rely on the
occasional “specials” on rape or divorce or other currently hot media subjects to examine
issues of concern to us. And we no longer need to sit passively while television presents the
same male-interpreted face of women to the millions sitting before the television set each night.
(Chapman 2005)Most early video reels were composed of raw, unedited material that made up
a series of long takes. Artists exploited this limitation of the medium that aesthetically became
associated with Chicago-style video and subsequently formed a foundation for New Media Arts
in the late twentieth century.Galvanized by technological advances as well as by the spirit of
the women’s movement, the Chicago Women’s Video Festival was held in 1973 at UIC, offering
workshops and screenings of works produced by women. In the same year, Susan Sontag
published a series of essays, including “On Photography” in the New York Book Review. British
scholar Laura Mulvey conceptualized the idea of “the male gaze” in an essay she wrote in 1973
that Screen published in 1975, titled “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema.” The historic
event at UIC was considered critical in bringing together women’s video collectives and
providing a connective link between the coasts for feminist dialogue.By the mid-1980s, Warren
noted, “As the cycle of ossification of established cultural institutions and the emergence of an
alternative voice to counter this ossification continues, so will the history of alternative spaces
in Chicago” (Warren 1984, 22). The visionary ideals behind these alternative spaces and the



works they presented throughout the 1970s into the early 1980s ushered in new attitudes
about art, innovation, and exhibition spaces for artists in the Chicago and Midwest.Until many
breakthroughs were made during the 1970s and 1980s via alternative channels, women artists
faced recurring resistance to their participation and for serious recognition in the art world.
Since the late nineteenth century, women had slowly gained access to higher education and
inclusion in organized art exhibitions. This historical change in attitudes around women in the
arts was also reflected in a similar struggle to change attitudes around women’s contributions
to science and technology during the twentieth century.From 1914 to 1945, the United States
fought in two world wars, both precipitating an industrial need for women to enter the workforce
and engage with technology in new ways. At the same time, Illinois social activist Jane Addams
wrote, lectured, and helped lead the US women’s suffrage movement, following a movement
started in the UK by Emmeline Pankhurst and her daughters, who helped UK women win the
full right to vote by 1928.18 Addams’s philosophies had an international impact on
repositioning the invaluable roles women contributed to society. In 1920, in between the wars,
the United States legislated the right of women to vote. The Women’s Suffrage Movement in
the United States was an important political hallmark Addams helped foster.The film
Suffragette (2015) recounted the sacrifices made by Pankhurst, Emily Wilding Davison, and
numerous underground women feminists. In a cast interview for the film, Sarah Gavron,
director, and Faye Ward, producer, explained, “We did a huge amount of research, and read
the unpublished accounts, diaries and police archives. There was a police surveillance unit that
they were subjected to. Surveillance really was created to find and to fight and crack the
suffragettes” (Suffragette 2016).Jane Addams (1860–1935), born in Cedarville, Illinois, was a
pioneering American settlement activist and reformer, social worker, philosopher, sociologist,
author, and leader in women’s suffrage. She was awarded a Nobel Peace Prize in 1931. Her
philosophies around women’s roles in society had international influence. Portrait photograph
of Jane Addams seated at desk, holding pen, circa 1914, published by Bain News Service,
from Wikimedia Commons.Brendan Gleeson, “Inspector Arthur Steed,” noted, “They had these
cameras and some of them were very tiny that they looked modern almost. But the one that
had a zoom lens, the one that could capture from far off, was quite boxy, was quite big. The
new advance was that they didn’t have to be on a tripod. It meant they were mobile and that
you could go quite far away and get a reasonably good image. The suffragette movement was
the first to be put under that kind of photographic surveillance.” Meryl Streep, who portrayed
Pankhurst in a cameo, said, “The movement was seen as a threat because it was classless”
and united women from all walks of life, from socialites to laborers and everything in between
to gather and rise up against a patriarchal political system. “Women are globally joining
together on behalf of each other,” Streep said (Suffragette 2016).As shown in the film
Suffragette (2015), surveillance began with handheld cameras to track the suffragette
movement in the United Kingdom, which also left a historic trail of photos from the movement
for further research today. From left to right: Annie Kenney and Christabel Pankhurst,
Emmeline Pankhurst’s daughters, circa 1908; Suffrage Parade, New York City, May 6, 1912.
Vintage 1920s poster, “Read our paper. Votes for women.” Source: Wikimedia Commons.When
the United States entered World War II, women began to join the war industry as both a critical
part of the workforce and as political agents of social change. As women gained more access
and some recognition in the modern arts, they began to foray beyond the nineteenth century’s
gender disparity in science and technology. World War II and its aftermath inspired alternative
ways of thinking in which the Midwest played a major role in the resulting post–World War II
computer revolution and its artistic renaissance.WARTIME CHALLENGES CREATE NEW



OPPORTUNITIES FOR WOMENDuring World War II, science and technology teemed in the
Midwest and proliferated academic research in binary computer systems and
telecommunications that changed the way people thought about the world, how they interacted
and shared digital space with each other. Universities undertook major research efforts and, at
the same time, enriched academic environments with fledgling technologies that inaugurated a
new digital era of possibilities. Up-and-coming research institutes in the Midwest attracted
experimental artists and musicians who sought New Media in its infancy. Waves of feminist
movements throughout the twentieth century provided women with experiences of newborn
social freedoms and revolutionary attitudes as their culturally shaped roles shifted and continue
to infuse society into the present day. Within forty years after the first electronic digital
computer was developed, a dynamic cultural transformation was in full force. Multiple
generations of women sowed New Media seeds and in the process fostered social change
through the arts.Tracing back to 1937–1942, inventors at Iowa State University were among
the first to develop the electronic digital computer, the Atanasoff-Berry computer (ABC). The
ABC influenced the University of Pennsylvania builders of the ENIAC (Electronic Numerical
Integrator and Computer), lauded as the first general purpose programmable computer. From
1943 to 1946, the US military commissioned the ENIAC. During the critical period 1940–1945,
nearly 50 percent of the workforce was composed of women, while men served overseas in
the war.The US Department of Defense hired young female students with strong mathematical
abilities to work in classified makeshift labs as code breakers, calculators, and machine
programmers. These women became part of a working class of young people who often lived
far away from home and earned a substantial wage that gave them new freedoms. In the
recent documentary Top Secret Rosies: The Female Computers of World War II (2010), Dr.
Jennifer S. Light of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology explained:Programming did not
exist before the 1940s because there were no computers except for human computers. The
army decided to create a machine to automate the same computing work that was done by
humans. Because this labor was done by females, once the actual machine was designed
largely by male engineers working for the army and at the University of Pennsylvania—
someone’s work was needed to set up problems on the machine. This was the work of the first
programmers. Because women had been primarily engaged in the human computing work,
they were invited to program the first machine. (Erickson 2010)The Rosies. Only known picture
of all of the ENIAC female programmers, except for Betty Snyder [Holberton] (Betty took the
picture), circa 1946. Left to right: Herman Goldstein, Frances “Fran” Bilas Spence, Homer
Spence, Jim Cummings, Marlyn Wescoff, John Mauchly, Ruth Lichterman, Betty “Jean”
Jennings [Bartik], Kathleen McNulty [Mauchly].Marlyn Wescoff Meltzer (left, crouching) and
Ruth Lichterman Teitelbaum (right, standing) wiring the right side of the ENIAC with a new
program, 1946.Jean Jennings Bartik (left) and Frances “Fran” Bilas Spence (right) operating
the ENIAC’s main control at the Moore School of Electrical Engineering, 1946. Copyright
©2002 Jean Jennings Bartik Computing Museum, Northwest Missouri State University. Used
with permission.During the war, physicist J. Robert Oppenheimer, director of Los Alamos
National Laboratory, led the development and detonation of the atomic bomb in New Mexico. At
the onset of the Cold War, the first computer program was installed on the ENIAC for
Oppenheimer’s team to compute complex calculations for their nuclear weapons research,
which created an arms race with other nations, including the former USSR. This collaborative
scientific effort brought two classified projects together in advanced mathematical computing
and atomic bomb research. Six brilliant young women—Kay McNulty, Betty Jennings, Betty
Snyder, Marlyn Wescoff, Fran Bilas, and Ruth Lictherman—secretly programmed the ENIAC.



These selected self-taught women initially studied elaborate block diagrams and collaborated
on developing the first successful ENIAC program that would change the world. Their
collaborative achievements paved the way for computer software and were at the forefront of
technological innovation. Superiors informed these female workers that their efforts would be a
great contribution to the country. Betty Jennings and Betty Snyder developed the
demonstration trajectory program that was unveiled to the press on February 1, 1946. Invited
journalists, whose experience of what they saw was tightly controlled by the government,
excluded the women’s contributions to this significant achievement from press release
announcements and celebrations. Light explained, “Photographers and journalists were invited
on several occasions to come in and see what exactly was the ENIAC, what could it do, who
was involved, and archival records show that women were photographed but these
photographs never appeared in articles written by the journalists or never were published in
newspapers and magazines. So many of the men—engineers—received publicity while the
female computers and programmers did not” (Erickson 2010).Ada Lovelace (1815–1852),
daughter of the English poet Lord Byron. Lovelace was a mathematician and writer who
created the first algorithm based on Jacquard looming for Charles Babbage’s difference
engine. Often considered the first computer programmer, Lovelace has become the modern-
day poster child of unduly overlooked or intentionally ignored women programmers and
mathematicians in history. Watercolor portrait of Ada King, Countess of Lovelace (Ada
Lovelace), 1840, by Alfred Edward Chalon, from Wikimedia Commons.Only recently has this
lack of recognition been rectified and women’s vital contributions to the war recognized.19
Some women working in the Midwest had to wait decades to receive international recognition
for important contributions to the war.20 In 1997, many of these women were inducted into the
Women in Technology International Hall of Fame, harkening back to earlier achievements
made by the famous Ada Lovelace, who is now recognized as the world’s first programmer for
creating the first programming language based on Jacquard looming for Charles Babbage’s
difference engine in 1833.21 Such innovations made by both women and men ushered in a
modern era of software-driven, large-frame computer hardware, though often women were
relegated to the sidelines.22Women working outside of the home had a tremendous impact on
US industrial manufacturing and the outcome of the war. In Women and the Machine, Julie
Wosk pointed to one government report that revealed an example in which “the number of
women in aircraft engine plants went from 600 in December 1941 to 4,000 in June 1942, and
by the end of June 1943, women made up 40% of the nation’s aircraft workers.” Wosk
highlighted Life magazine’s published report dated August 9, 1943, that “of the 65 million
American women who were employed overall, one-quarter were working in war
industries” (Wosk 2001, 196).To show readers changes in the workplace, Life assigned staff
photographer Margaret Bourke-White to a historic 1943 photo essay, “Women of Steel,” by
capturing a day in the life of midwestern “Rosies” who were working at a plant that
manufactured components for ballistic tests, among other war machine parts, in Gary, Indiana.
Bourke-White’s published photographs portrayed “women … handling an amazing variety of
jobs” in steel factories—“some completely unskilled, some semiskilled and some requiring
great technical knowledge, precision and facility” (Cosgrove 2014, 1).23After the war ended,
returning GIs displaced most of the blue-collar Rosies. Their lives returned to their prewar jobs
and roles, like many women who had joined the workforce while men were away. The situation
was similar in many countries, as men returned to native lands from military service and
needed employment at the same time that postwar manufacturing and production jobs were
declining. As Wosk explained, “Women’s roles after the war reverted back to prewar



employment patterns, with the bulk of men and women remaining in prewar sex-typed job
categories, women largely in clerical and domestic occupations and men in skilled jobs. The
drop in the number of women in war industries buttressed the American government’s own
intentions. As many have argued, the government had not intended to make a permanent
change in women’s roles but viewed women’s employment as temporary” (Wosk 2001,
228).The reality of the postwar 1950s boom was not often like the world romanticized in the
American Graffiti movie; instead, many women discovered they needed employment as single-
parent widows. The prewar mind-set that women should return home and men should
comprise the major workforce was inconsistent with the real issues that many women faced,
such as becoming widows due to loss of their husbands. Many women, like the ENIAC Rosies,
had developed a newfound confidence in their expertise and skills to lead projects outside the
home. Dissatisfaction with this postwar workplace displacement and other women’s inequality
issues later gave rise to the national women’s liberation movement.24DAWN OF THE ATOMIC
AGE AND THE DOOMSDAY CLOCKDuring the war, the top-secret Manhattan Project induced
thousands of scientists, including Oppenheimer, to participate. The project gave birth to the
atom bomb, the first nuclear weapon. At the same time, mathematicians pushed the
boundaries of computing. Research initiatives in computing, communications, and nuclear
development comingled. Toward the end of the war, many scientists grew concerned about the
risks and ethics of the nuclear bomb. In early 1945, a group of University of Chicago scientists
from the Manhattan Project coalesced. Alexander Langsdorf Jr., formerly professor at
Washington University in St. Louis, and University of Illinois biophysics professor Eugene
Rabinowich joined other scientists, including Albert Einstein, to appeal to President Harry S.
Truman to avoid unleashing the bomb. However, presidential political strategies circumvented
these warnings. After the tragic civilian outcome from the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings in
Japan, a coalition of University of Chicago scientists launched a national publication, the
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists. This publication continues its original mission to raise public
awareness about consequences of nuclear escalation, war, and environmental disasters.“We
Can Do It!” iconic 1942 poster for Westinghouse by J. Howard Miller, an artist employed by
Westinghouse for the poster used by the War Production Co-ordinating Committee. Closely
associated with Rosie the Riveter, although not a depiction of the cultural icon itself. Pictured
Geraldine Doyle (1924–2010), at age seventeen. From a scan of copy belonging to the
National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution, retrieved from the website of
the Virginia Historical Society.After World War II, many of the Manhattan Project scientists
settled in Illinois at universities and national labs.25 The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists
continued to attract more scientists and attention but needed a compelling graphic to capture
the imagination of the public. Chicago artist Martyl, who was also the wife of the Bulletin’s
cofounder Langsdorf, created and published the first version of the Doomsday Clock for the
cover of the Bulletin in 1947. This early example of information design, which predates
computer-generated visualization, captured the world’s political proximity to looming global
nuclear disaster and devastation. The iconic cover ushered a new epoch of global awareness
and socially conscious art that continues to attract international public attention. The clock also
points to feminist values for showing how the improper use of technology can destroy humanity
and the earth. It is essential to our survival that we all learn how to work together to use
technology in mindful ways that are in balance with nature.Margaret Bourke-White (1904–
1971) was an American photographer and photojournalist who influenced many generations
with her images of strong women playing a major role in the industrial workforce during World
War II. “Self-Portrait,” 1943, Margaret Bourke-White, 19![" × 15¼" vintage gelatin silver print.



From the Richard and Ellen Sandor Family Collection. Digital photo by James Prinz
Photography.The dawn of the atomic age, coupled with the advent of digital computing, created
intellectual debates on the social implications of computational mathematics, biology, and
ecology. From 1946 to 1953, a series of conferences funded by the Macy Foundation attracted
key intellectuals who helped establish the conceptual foundations of cybernetics, a cross-
disciplinary study of complex systems relating to computing, biology, social science, and
philosophy. Massachusetts Institute of Technology mathematician Norbert Wiener popularized
the term. Anthropologist Margaret Mead was among a core group of cybernetics pioneers and
was attributed to have said, “Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens
can change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has” (Lutkehaus 2008, 261).Famous
group photo of the scientific community from the October 1927 Fifth Solvay International
Conference on Electrons and Photons, which includes Marie Curie as the only recognized
woman scientist in the community, Albert Einstein, Niels Bohr, and others. They debated the
newly formulated quantum theory, which contributed to the underground formation of the
Manhattan Project and development of the atomic bomb that eventually led Martyl and the
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists to create the Doomsday Clock. Pictured in the front row, Marie
Curie was one of seventeen out of twenty-nine attendees to become Nobel Prize winners, in
two separate scientific disciplines. Photo by Benjamin Couprie, Institut International de
Physique de Solvay. Front: Irving Langmuir, Max Planck, Marie Curie, Hendrik Lorentz, Albert
Einstein, Paul Langevin, Charles-Eugène Guye, C. T. R. Wilson, Owen Richardson. Middle:
Peter Debye, Martin Knudsen, William Lawrence Bragg, Hendrik Anthony Kramers, Paul Dirac,
Arthur Compton, Louis de Broglie, Max Born, Niels Bohr. Back: Auguste Piccard, Émile
Henriot, Paul Ehrenfest, Édouard Herzen, Théophile de Donder, Erwin Schrödinger, J. E.
Verschaffelt, Wolfgang Pauli, Werner Heisenberg, Ralph Fowler, Léon Brillouin.University of
Illinois professor and biologist Heinz von Foerster was a key cybernetics architect who
continued to engender interdisciplinary discourse for many years as director of the Urbana
campus’s Biological Computer Laboratory. Cybernetics philosophical discussions around
computer, biological, and social systems would later influence twentieth-century computer and
conceptual artists around the globe. Von Foerster was known for his intellectual envisioning of
the future of humanity and computing.Many public institutions continued to advance digital
computing in the 1950s. Commissioned by the military, UIUC researchers built the ORDVAC
(Ordnance Discrete Variable Automatic Computer). At the same time, Illinois replicated its
construction to build the ILLIAC I (Illinois Automatic Computer). This major academic
computing effort infused energy around digital possibilities. From 1952 to 1976, the university
developed the ILLIAC series of computers and set a long-term direction in advanced
computing. Faculty and students campus-wide explored novel uses, setting a precedent for
academic access to advanced computing resources.As early as 1955, art faculty innovated
and composed music with the ILLIAC I while earning international fame. Music professors
Lejaren Hiller and Leonard Isaacson created one of the first pieces of music ever to be written
with the aid of a digital computer.26 At the same time, cybernetician Heinz von Foerster
established the Biological Computer Laboratory, where he was director and collaborated with
innovators of computer music. University colleagues not only explored ILLIAC composition,
they also invented several new areas in music: Herbert Brün’s gestural computer synthesis;
Salvatore Martirano’s Sal-Mar construction, and James Beauchamp’s harmonic tone generator.
Von Foerster and Beauchamp coedited Music by Computers that captured much of this early
research.At the University of Illinois, women were unintentionally missing at this
groundbreaking stage of computer music composition.27 Beauchamp explained, “We used to



ask, ‘Where are the women?’ because it would have been more fun to have them participate.
Perhaps they chose to stay home and have children” (Cox 2014). Such casual assumptions
about women reflect a common mind-set from the 1950s. Today it is recognized that many
women had limited choices and were often discouraged from careers. As attitudes changed,
younger colleagues came into leadership roles and more opportunities opened for
women.ARTISTIC EXPERIMENTATION AND THE EXPANSION OF DIGITAL MEDIADuring
this time of rapid computer technological development, concepts in art and its boundaries were
expanding beyond historical precedents. Many US artists took their expression to real-life
impromptu experiences called “happenings.” Inspired by Alan Kaprow—an artist who
conceived art as integral to everyday, spontaneous events—many artists envisioned a new
kind of freedom in art expression. With cultural movements in civil rights, feminism, and
nontraditional art, many women transcended gender paradigms while building their dreams at
midwestern universities. As computer technology proliferated, women could conceivably enter
the computer age through art and music beyond the computer science inroads made during
the war era. Women composers and artists began to imbue communities at the University of
Illinois when they slowly appeared on the computer music scene at the Urbana campus.28
Illinois electronic and digital music innovations continued through the 1960s as artists in
general were expanding concepts in art and life. The university simmered with avantgarde
events, where John Cage joined Hiller and other faculty to create artistic “happenings” at the
Illinois Stock Pavilion.Early history of computer at Illinois. A woman points to the screen of a
PLATO terminal as part of her studies. Courtesy of the University of Illinois Archives,
Photographic Subject File, COL-13-13, Image #0001141.Elsewhere at the Urbana campus
during the 1960s, the ILLIAC I enabled a revolution in computerized education. Rapidly
returning World War II veterans created a demand for increased educational facilities in the
postwar period. Electrical engineering professor Donald Bitzer led a team to implement the first
version of PLATO (Programmed Logic for Automatic Teaching Operations), a computer-based
education system that provided individualized instruction. The system became the basis for the
first online community with online forums and message boards, online testing, email, and
remote screen sharing. The system signaled the beginnings of modern online email and social
computing.Dan Sandin speaking at the multiple-day Electronic Visualization Workshop
organized by Phil Morton and Jane Veeder in 1978 at the Sacramento State University Art
Department, California. The Sandin Image Processor shown is a subset of Phil Morton’s large
Sandin IP, which was the very second one constructed as Phil Morton wrote the IP
documentation for Sandin, who made the machine what we call today “open source” and
copyable by anyone. Courtesy of Jane Veeder.While the University of Illinois innovated
computer architectures, computerized music, and education, other US research advanced
computer graphics, displays, and animation. Bell Labs became an important research lab for
inventing frame buffer technologies and generating artistically inspired computer visuals and
animations. In 1962, Bell Labs researcher Michael Noll is credited with creating the first digital
computer artwork. The lab attracted experimental visual artists and musicians, including
midwestern native Lillian Schwartz, who collaborated with Bell Labs scientists and invented
early two-dimensional digital visual forms. At that time, she was one of the few women
exploring these technologies through her collaboration with Bell Labs. In parallel, the Chicago
art scene was flourishing with alternative spaces for artists to exhibit their work outside of
mainstream venues, which was particularly crucial for women artists to assemble and give
voice to their visions around the same time as other women activists in the late 1960s. As
described in Lynn Warren’s essay “Alternative Spaces,” MCA opened in 1967 and, along with



other alternative art spaces, it became a welcoming environment for women artists and
experimental work.Meanwhile in Europe in 1968, British art critic and writer Jasia Reichardt
curated the first large international and most influential computer art exhibit, Cybernetic
Serendipity: The Computer and the Arts, at the London Institute of Contemporary Arts. She
organized a comprehensive overview of artistic works that either emulated or employed digital
computers; she contextualized early computer art within a cybernetics framework of
possibilities. Cybernetics cofounder Norbert Weiner wrote the opening article for the exhibition
catalog. The Midwest had a strong presence at this major exhibit through the groundbreaking
work of Urbana faculty Hiller, Isaacson, Brun, and Beauchamp.29 London op artist Bridget
Riley and Lillian Schwartz were among other women on the international participant list.Ohio
State University professor Charles Csuri also exhibited in Cybernetic Serendipity, showing
work he created after joining the Department of Art in 1963 as one of the first digital computer
artists using a mainframe computer. Csuri received one of the first National Science
Foundation grants to support research in scientific visualization and the visual arts. He
established an important art department around computer imaging and later formed Ohio State
University’s Computer Graphics Research Group. This academic program supported many
influential graduates, including Tom DeFanti, who joined the faculty at UIC after earning his
PhD. As an Ohio State graduate student, DeFanti developed the GRASS (GRAphics Symbiosis
System) programming language. Ohio State University staked a claim in early computers
graphics research and human-computer interfaces.30Elsewhere in the Midwest at the
University of Wisconsin–Madison, video artist and graduate student Dan Sandin was exploring
kinetics, light shows, and photography. In 1969, Sandin accepted a position at UIC, where he
initially taught interactive art and kinetic sculpture. Largely self-informed, he experimented with
electronic processes and image processing. An Illinois Arts Council grant for $3,000 helped
fund his research and development of the Sandin Image Processer (IP). The invention could
generate a variety of abstract colorful video images and became an important tool for many
artists in Chicago.VIDEO ARTISTS TRAILBLAZE EXPERIMENTAL COMPUTER
GRAPHICSNearby at SAIC, artist and professor Phil Morton embraced the importance of
video as an emerging art form along with Sandin’s IP undertakings. Morton convinced SAIC
dean Roger Gilmore to offer video courses that eventually became organized into the country’s
first video department circa 1972. Morton also established the country’s first cultural repository
for video art. This historic documentation effort helped establish video art as a field of practice
and sanctioned it as a form of expression worthy of preservation. Later, this repository would
become an important foundation for the Video Data Bank (VDB).Along with student-produced
video reels, Morton’s early vision included generating tapes from the Visiting Thinker–Visiting
Artist Program featuring a series of futuristic writers, including Ram Dass, R. Buckminster
Fuller, Gene Youngblood, Alvin Toffler, and Anaïs Nin.31 At the same time, with funding from
the National Endowment for the Arts and the Illinois Arts Council, SAIC also launched the
Midwest Regional Film Center that provided a staff-supported theater and office space to serve
the general public, students, and faculty, offering film programs four evenings a week over a
forty-eight-week calendar, complete with study collection access to three hundred films,
housed in SAIC’s library.32 Most experimental performances involved analog video and
electronic technologies, but the movement toward digital was in the making in the 1970s.In
1973, Tom DeFanti joined UIC as faculty and began a multidecade collaboration with Sandin.
They founded the Circle Graphics Habitat and synergized around technologies and art. They
blended capabilities of the Sandin IP with ZGrass, a new raster implementation from DeFanti’s
PhD research at Ohio State. This combination empowered artists to explore and generate a



unique variety of colorful graphics images, abstractions of moving light, video, and animation. It
also provided an important foundation for realtime video-game software. The Circle Graphics
Habitat held public events called the Electronic Visualization Events (EVE). EVE I (1975) and
EVE II (1976) featured homemade video equipment assembled into a dynamic, playable
electronic studio environment.Faculty, students, staff, collaborators, and friends of the Circle
Graphics Habitat at UIC, now known as the UIC Electronic Visualization Laboratory (EVL),
circa 1977. Courtesy of the EVL Archives, UIC.Eventually, the Circle Graphics Habitat was
renamed the Electronic Visualization Laboratory (EVL). The EVE events were important
opportunities for expanding collaborations among the UIC, SAIC, and Chicago art scenes.
SAIC professor Bob Snyder, founder of Sound Area, provided music accompaniment for EVE I
and II. Artist Barbara Sykes, as a very young EVL student, creatively participated in the EVE
performances. She had been a prodigy of Sandin’s from his teaching days at Antioch
University and used the IP for numerous 1970s performances with audience participation,
music, and dance.Dan Sandin and Phil Morton jamming together, often collaborated to
synthesize image processing and art video. Dan Sandin (left) and Phil Morton (right), 1975–
1976. Courtesy of the Phil Morton Memorial Archive, care of Jon Cates.Barbara Sykes
jamming and performing on the image processor during “Environmental Symmetry,” 1977, a
day-long multimonitor, interactive performance environment that included audience
participation, dancers, and musicians. Courtesy of Barbara Sykes.Vintage SIGGRAPH ’83 Art
Exhibition dinner picture in Tokyo with Sally Rosenthal, Copper Giloth, and Cynthia Neal.
Courtesy of Copper Giloth.Through faculty, students, and the local video community, EVL, UIC,
and SAIC enriched their interactions and coalesced into a dynamic midwestern base for
research in the developing fields of electronic video, image processing, and computer graphics.
For example, Sykes first studied at EVL and eventually crossed over to SAIC for her master’s
of fine arts (MFA). Likewise, Jane Veeder began as an SAIC graduate student during the
intensification of the video scene at SAIC. She started a long collaboration with Phil Morton
and EVL on a variety of projects. Morton and Veeder’s collaborative works are widely
referenced in academic media programs as early examples of video art.33UIC graduate
Copper Giloth joined EVL as a graduate student where she met Veeder, Morton, Sykes,
Rosenthal, and others. Annette Barbier joined UIC as an undergraduate and earned an MFA at
SAIC studying video with the Video Data Bank (VDB) community that included Sykes, Veeder,
Morton, and others. She eventually joined EVL as a graduate student. In the 1970s, EVL
provided access for Morton’s VDB. SAIC student Dana Plepys was attracted to the creative
VDB artists, wanting to explore image processing, small computers, and real-time graphics
prior to the commercial games industry emergence. Both EVL and SAIC students also
benefited from the VDB as a source of inspiration.At SAIC, many artists were independently
exploring nontraditional media as artistic expression. Among these was artist and SAIC MFA
student Ellen Sandor, who saw the great potential of sculptural mixed media that could
incorporate neon, video, and photography. SAIC professor and artist Sonia Sheridan
popularized the Xerox machine for artistic work using 3M’s Color-in-Color machine and several
other industrial-use copiers. She developed an experimental “generative systems” course while
mentoring Joan Truckenbrod when the latter was an MFA student. Truckenbrod began
exploring computers and plotter printouts to make art about mid-1970. Elsewhere in the
Midwest, students were discovering computer graphics. For example, Brenda Laurel was
discovering computer graphics at a local research institute while getting her PhD (1975) in
theater at Ohio State University.Also at SAIC, video artists Lyn Blumenthal and Kate Horsfield
organized Phil Morton’s repository and cofounded the Video Data Bank in 1976. A few years



earlier, the duo had started recording their first artist documentary, an in-depth interview with
art historian and curator Marcia Tucker. Blumenthal and Horsfield also interviewed other
important women from the art world, including Joan Mitchell, Lucy Lippard, Agnes Martin, and
Ree Morton. Their work established the VDB as an important archival center that gave
marginalized women who were working in the arts their voice and put Chicago on the map for
its dedication to serious scholarship and preservation initiatives in media arts.Details from
Marcia Tucker 1974: An Interview, Agnes Martin 1974: An Interview, and Joan Mitchell 1974:
An Interview, conducted by Lyn Blumenthal and Kate Horsfield. Tucker (1940–2006) was an
influential curator, writer, and art historian known for founding the New Museum of
Contemporary Art in New York City. Canadian born Martin (1912–2004) moved to the United
States in 1931 and lived in Taos, New Mexico, from 1954 to 1957, where she established
herself as an important minimalist painter and a friend and contemporary of Georgia O’Keeffe.
Mitchell (1925–1992), a native Chicagoan who migrated to New York City, was a second-
generation abstract painter, printmaker, and essential member of the abstract expressionist
movement. Images copyright of the artists, courtesy of the Video Data Bank, SAIC.Along with
video, the computer was coming of age as an artistic medium and amplified by the “conceptual
art” of the 1970s. Art, in general, was moving away from an object-centered tradition to include
art that was incorporated in everyday life. Conceptual art incorporated political, conceptual,
performance, and nontraditional media. At the same time, “feminist art”— a term coined by
midwesterner Judy Chicago—was being born. Jo Freeman and other women activists in
Chicago catalyzed the national women’s liberation movement in the late 1960s at the first
National Women’s Liberation Conference held in Chicago.Clearly, artists were embracing
nontraditional media. However, many envisioned the potentials of the computer as more
transformative than formerly imagined. The latent possibilities for the art world became a
central dialog in the 1970s. Ruth Leavitt published an influential book, Artist and Computer
(1976), a collection of essays by early computer artists, including midwesterners Ben Laposky
(Iowa), Charles and Colette Bangert (Kansas), Charles Csuri (Ohio), Joanne Kolomyjec
(Michigan), and Karen Huff (Kansas). They presented new implications of the computer and
presaged a digital cultural transformation: “Computer art challenges our traditional beliefs
about art: how art is made, who makes it, and what is the role of the artist in society. The
uninitiated artist asks: what can this machine do for me? Really, the question should be: what
can I do with this machine? The artist has only to choose what role he/she wishes the
computer to play. The computer helps the artist to perceive in a new way. Its features blend with
those of its user to form a new type of art” (Leavitt 1976, vii).This new type of digitally mediated
art included the ability of the artist to write software and invent the tool. In 1977, Leavitt met
SAIC artist Joan Truckenbrod at a humanities conference at the University of Waterloo where
Truckenbrod was presenting one of the first papers to explore computer-assisted instruction for
basic design curriculum. Like the artists in Leavitt’s book, Truckenbrod recognized the power of
the computer for art, ideas, and education. She would eventually teach at both SAIC and
Northwestern University a few years later.ACM SIGGRAPH: BUILDING INTERNATIONAL
COMMUNITIES OF INNOVATIONComputer graphics technology surged during the birth of the
Association for Computing Machinery’s Special Interest Group on Computer Graphics (ACM
SIGGRAPH) and the formation of the SIGGRAPH conference in mid-1970. Artists,
technologists, and scientists coalesced at the conference. SIGGRAPH changed the lives of
many professionals, including computer scientist Maxine Brown, who gave her first paper at
the conference in 1976. Brown became an active organizer and helped build the organization
along with others from the University of Illinois.34 The 1977 conference was the most



successful and signaled the expansion of the industry that would reach around the world. Jane
Veeder first attended SIGGRAPH that year. By 1979, Veeder and Phil Morton were well-
established art videographers and agreed to enhance the quality of the SIGGRAPH audio/
visual (A/V) venue. SIGGRAPH became an important academic and industrial melting pot for
artists, scientists, and computer professionals focused on computer graphics technologies and
interactive techniques, and the video game industry in the later 1970s. The advancement of
computer graphics displays heralded a new era of flexibility and programmable visuals. Newly
formed publications reflected tremendous strides in this research.Jane Veeder and Phil Morton
at Delicate Arch, Arches National Park, Utah, circa 1979. Each summer from 1976 to 1982,
Jane and Phil used BW ¾" video to record input material to process through the Sandin IP and
edit during the winters in Chicago. Southwestern Utah and Arches, in particular, were favored
territory. Courtesy of Jane Veeder.SIGGRAPH provided an eventually international forum for a
diverse community for midwestern faculty and students who helped to build the conference and
have international influence. Copper Giloth graduated with an MFA in 1981 as the first EVL
student while conceiving and designing the first juried SIGGRAPH Art Show. Also in 1981,
Sally Rosenthal joined EVL as a graduate student and attended her first SIGGRAPH, where
she met Veeder as A/V chair. EVL students Lucy Petrovic and Dana Plepys participated in the
1980s. Young leaders of the computer graphics research and production industry, such as
Pixar, helped to forge the quality of the conference. Pat Hanrahan, a graduate student at the
University of Wisconsin–Madison, eventually joined Pixar and then Stanford University. While
at Wisconsin, Hanrahan mentored Donna Cox, an MFA student and artist, in computer
graphics and introduced her to the SIGGRAPH conference. She began attending SIGGRAPH
and collaborating with EVL.
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Race After Technology: Abolitionist Tools for the New Jim Code, Your Computer Is on Fire

J.D. Simon, “A Wonderful Book!. NEW MEDIA FUTURES is a remarkable journey into the
world of digital arts media. One does not have to be an artist to appreciate this fascinating
story of the amazing women who were ahead of their time in creating a new world merging
artistic inspiration with emerging technologies. The many illustrations are stunning, the
personal narratives of the pioneering artists are fascinating, and the story telling is absorbing.
Reading this book is without doubt a highly enjoyable and unforgettable experience.”

Judith Cipolla, “Purchased for my granddaughter. My granddaughter is a Digital Arts major in
college, and this was purchased as a gift for her.  She said she enjoyed reading the book.”

Ed Berko, “This is the definitive book on women in the digital age and arts!. New Media Futures
- The Rise of Women in the Digital Arts is an amazing combination of research, history, social
change and the spirit of women in the digital age and the arts, focused on the Midwest with its
history of progressive feminism and feminine independence and self-reliance, captured through
the visual images and accompanying recollections of the women artists. New Media Futures -
The Rise of Women in the Digital Arts is a must have for the library of the serious collector. No
collector's library is complete without it. It is informative, meticulously researched and
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documented, scientific, artistic, very readable and an exciting adventure in the visual arts! A
most unusual combination of attributes! The perfect book for the serious collector, student and
historian and a unique conversational piece for the coffee table!”

arlene bronstein, “Inspirational and informative!. New Media Futures: The Rise of Women in
the Digital Arts is a beautiful book inside and out. This fabulous coffee table book is filled with
the incredible stories of creative women who have made an impact in the world of art and
technology with their creative, 'outside the box' thinking. Their innovative spirits show the
power of collaboration in the ever-expanding world of digital arts. These women were the
pioneers who will inspire generations to come!  A Fabulous read!”

Rafael Limongi, “A great learning tool!. Besides being beautifully done as an art book, this
book teaches the reader so much about the history and development of new media by women
artists. A lot of context and background on the artists and their environment, which enriches
the learning experience for the reader. A perfect combination of academic narrative and art. I
learned so much! Bravo!”

JOANN FERINA, “Inspirational. If you dream it, you can do it. YES YOU CAN! Fascinating
stories about women who saw the future and were determined to put their fingerprints on it,
help to mold it and define it. Additionally awe-inspiring and instructional, these women made
an impact (and continue to impact), created their Art, pushed the technology, while maintaining
marriages and raising families.  A beautiful book. A powerful book.”

E. Davidman, “The Silicon Prairie. Remarkable story of women pioneers in the early spheres of
science, technology and virtual art. A sense of history and artistic expression is fully explored
by these remarkable women who venture into worlds and collaborate where no one had gone
before. This book is a rush of adventure and discovery and a must read for all new media
students. Bravo ladies!”

JDF, “Worth the wait!. A beautiful tribute to all women, past, present and future. With gorgeous
imagery, engaging interviews, plus a rich historic background–all make this book a real
treasure and a lovely gift.  Kudos to the editors, contributors and the graphic designers!”

Catherine Mason, “An important contribution to the HerStory of art. This is a fantastic book that
tells the little-known story of pioneering female digital artists in Chicago and surrounding areas.
Very well illustrated and written.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 16 people have provided feedback.
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